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dren learnLng to ead are of to ii e xp4se d to
*stories" which are xeally little mer inn lists of sentences.
good stcry has at leadk coral-mit; and 'tifliat- which may be analyzed,
in two ways= story gnammar (analysis of tting and plot) and plank
and beliefs (analysis of the plans and beliefs of the characters,
including the reader 's understanding of the events of the story).
Using the story "r he Fox and th.e lioos-ter" to illustrate these tvo
methods of text anal/els, we find tile* story grawmar provides a
summary of events but ignorers the i maternal otr ucture of the plans and
the beliefs of the characters concerning sactions which occur. A plans
and beliefs analysis includes an Anal 551,4 of the reader because
-individuals' have different bewitefs esackezpectaticas (for example,
atout fcxes, roasters, dogs, arid stories) . Sometimes the writer
understandiug and the reader' s understaniang axe different, and
"maisunderstanding" of the star}, results. this aple4rs as a reader
coaprehenpion problem bat mar to a FrabLese c*f point of vie about
social roles and behavior as dise.overed th.roqg b a _liana and beliefs
analysis. (rJ)
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What Makes a Good Story

Why do so many children have problems lea! 'ng to read? Why do they

consider-it a chore rather than a natural and exciting extension of early

language experiences? Part of the answer may rest in the quality Of the

written materials that are imposed on them in school. Children-today have

some freedom in choosing what til'evision programs Lc watch, but not in

choosing a reading or social studies text.

Think for a moment of the child who. has I inil ed reading experien

outside school, who has few books, and who does not-hear stories being

read. in the early grades, s/he encounters a,serieS of texts that commonly

stress decoding- skills. Of ten, they sacrifice the story line on the

assumption that component skills need to be taught independently. Thus,
1

d, story structure can be taught when its'time comes; there.
.

need to demand high quality- stories when one IS teaching deCOding.

school it is assumed that the chl4d i s alreadi'a reader

skills that the child is supposed to have learned only need to be. "
a

whi esreading difficult stories and expository

Text Analysis

is paper discusses two meths o text analysis iused p researa-\

on child-en's unders-tanding of stories. These methods are culturally

bound; hat is, they reffeCt a conception of stories that has arisen in

Western culture. Within these boundaries, however, there is still a

diversity of texts- Our- preliMinary results using these methods show

This is a tlightly revised version of an article that appeared under
the same title in Language _Arts, 1578, 55, 460-466. It is included in
t=his series of papers with the permission of NVII.
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that s are `mope complex than adults might at:first think that- .good

stories have structures that can.be identified and studied; and that

children may need frequent exposure to good and challenging stories in

order, to become successful readers.

An

and ano "bad ""

objective characterization of what it is that mikes one text " o d'

would be a boon to those who believe thdt high - quality

read g are essential to the develOement of reading skills

and the desire to read. It could be a Criterion for selecting and de-

signing texts that runs counter to some 'that are often used - -for example,

"Will it se117" There are new ways of analyzing texts that'may 4nakeit

easier to state the contrast we'feel exists between good writing and that

which can be found in children's texts, workbooks, and standardized to

We should, of course, be cautious in defining "goddries " since a

criterion of goodness may tend to supportpniformity. it is thus we

to be'wary of any prescriptive apprbach since our best ing is often

that which violates conventions of goodness in imaginative ways. We

also need to be aware of the function that the text is serving. What is

good for one child may be less des able for others. Nevertheless, while

some texts are entertaining, informative, or challenging, many have little

educational value. In order to analyze these categories, we need to

identify what it is that distinguishes a story from a list of sentences.

Features ie

One distinguishing feature o stories is continuity. In a good

ideas connect with one another., ConneOions are usually from one
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sentence to the next, or from a group of sentences tc sow Cindeklying

schema--for instance, the plo
.`-

a character destription, or th 'etting.

(A scherria-is an organized-cOl ettiort of--knowledge that-weass-time the

reader -has available to aid its or her understanding,
. Such schemata

represent generalizations fr orn reading many stories We experience

_discomfort -in reading a novel, when. we can find no rationale Or appropriate

schemata for an episode. Imagine the discomfort for-the child learning

to read when s/he has to,learn how to recognize new words in the context

of a pseudo-story, constructed solely to intVodoce letter-sound-correspon-

dences!

Another distinguishing feature of stories is conflict, either within

a character 'or betweeh characters. As le Carre says, "'The cat sat

on tiler. mat' i is not a stor 'The sat on the dog's mat' is a Tpor "

(Barber, 1977). In the attempt tok, teach skills have produced a

profusion of stories without cnflicts, hente without the familiar struc-

ture of setting, problem, and rescautionthat characterizes much o

literatyre. Without this familiar structure, which provides a staff

for events in stories, children may, find that learning o read is a

bizarre experience. Without the structure, they have no reason to con-

tinue reading a particurbr selection aid nay'be learning that reading

in general is pointless. Bett 11 in (1975) makes a similar point with

the argument that fairy tales have survived becausethey simplify but

retain well-known conflit patterns.

).0



-Stor Analysis

There are other features of good stories,

connect ty and conflict. What migh

respect to them?

4

it's focus here on

mean to analyze a story with

ill &se for an example a story about a fox and a rooster; adapted

from the first Winston Reader Firman It Maltby, )918). The story has a

simple 'grammar and uses dommon,wo as, but it is not a simple story. The

reader has to work to fit all the actions together. What makes this a

(

good story is that the 's work is rewarded. S/he can.find the

'Iconnections that tie the actions to the central conflict.

(1)

.

The story describes a rooster and.a large dog who spend the night in the

winds, the rooster on a branch of a tree and the dog in the.hollow of the

tree. In the morning, the rooster crows an is heard by a fox Thinking

that he has just heard his breakfast, the fox Jks for and findsthe

rooster. -,The story ends as follows:

So he (the fox ), said to the rooster, ''What a- ine rooster you

are! How well you sing! Will you come my house for break=

fast?" The rooste said, "Yes, thanks you, will come, if my

friend may_c me, too." "Oh yes," said the fox. will ask

. I your tfriend. Whe he?" The rooster said, "My friend is

1 in this hollow tree. He is asleep. You'must wake him." Mr!

Fox said to himself, "Ha! ha! I shall have two roosters

my break as 1" So he put h. s head into the hollow tree: Then

he said, "Will you come

fhe dot and caught Mr. Fox by the nose.

my house for breakfast?" Out jumped
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One approach ffo analyzing a story such as "The Fox and the Rooster"

use a siOrjIrm much like one uses a sentence grammar to analyie

sentences. A"Formal grammar for sentences of English might say, in,

effect, that a sentence can be a noun phrase plus a verb phrase. A story

grammar, on the other hand, might say that a.s.t_ry consists of a setting

plus d number of episodes. Each episode comprises event and a reactiOn

to the event. Each events either a change of sta action, or a

pair of events. Such a grammar-was proposed by Rumel a 1975) and

has been used to analyze stories as well as children's un - rstanding of

stories.

Given a story grammar and a story, one cart build representation

of the story. This can then be used to make predictions about what

children w 11 relate when asked to retell or summarize a story after

'reading it. For example, segments of the. story coded as emotiona respon-

sesto events may be less easily remembered than the events themselves.

Similarly, actions that are deeply embedded in sub -plots are not as

likely to be remembered as actions of the main plot. One can show that

well- structlred stories are easier for both children and adults to cbmpre-

hend.

The story grammar method has an important limitation: it'ighores

the internal structure of the plans of characters, hence of their

beliefs about actions that occur Therefore, a complementary approach

(13\luce, 1977) is briefly skptched below. It explicitly incorporates

the structure of plans and beliefs by considering both the story and
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the reader's understanding of events in the story. Although only one

story is dealt with, the appeoach has been applied to others- of varying

quality. In addit'On to Suggesting possible measures of story "goodness",

it may have implications

d Belie

testing and teaching.

I

One thing we find after examining our example storyis that its

elements (facts, ate ons~, presuppositions, and so on) must be analyzed

with respect 'to the reader beause individuals have different prior

I

beliefs and expectations about foxes, roosters, dogs, and stories. One

who thinks of foxes in stories as being sly and greedy,,for example, can

use that knowledg0 in -ding the story.

.Iii order to represent beliefs of indiVidual readers we need to

have Proposi-tions of the form: "The reader believes that roosters

good to eat." Since many of the reader's beliefs are, in turn, beliefs

about !Pellets of the characters, we also need to have propositions of

the f

that the fox wants the rooster to come

rm: The reader believes that the fox wants the rooster to believe

nest for breakfast (and

not as the main course).

Figure 1 shows a partial and somewhat superficial analysis of part

of this story. fact, it shows only propositions that are embedded

. 4

within the readerfs beliefs about the fox's beliefs and-wants. A coin-

plete analysis would sho the reader's beliefs about the dog's and the

rooster's beliefs', as welt as the reader's own beliefs. Pa b-of the

interest in this story lies in the discrepancies between the reader's



FOX BELIEVES

THE FOX AND THE ROOSTER

GOOD-TO-EAT
ROOSTERS -ARE- INSTANCE IL

R TER-IS-
GOOD-TO-EAT

LOST- ANIMALS- ARE -EASY-
TO -CATCH -AND-EAT

SUPPORT

SUPPORT

FOX WANT
(FOX EAT BREAKFAST)

INSTANCE

ROOSTER IS - EASY
TO-CATCH rAND-EAT

SUPPORT

ROOSTER IS - LOS T-
IN -WOODS

SUP T FOX WANT
(FOX EAT ROOSTER)

PRECONDITION

FOX HOLD ROOSTER

PRECONDITION

ROOSTER IN-TREE CONFLICT FOX IS-NEAR ROOSTER

OUTCOME

I

ROOSTER COME-TO-FOX- SUS- ROOSTER COME-DOWN-
HOUSE- FOR- BREAKFAST OUTCOME

Fig. 1. An' analysis in terin5 of plans end beliefs.
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a

understanding of the world defined in the story, and

standing of the characters' understandings. Here,

his or he -r under=

critical for

the leader to recognize differences between the fox's model (as shown in

Figure d the 'rooster's.

To take just one example of the differences in beliefs that must be

understood, consider the belief (shown in Figure I), "Rooster iseasy-to-

catch-and-eat " We might hypothesize that support for this belief con-.

sists of at least the two beliefs, ',' lost- animals-are- easy- to-catch -and -eat"

and "Rooster is-lost in-woock " The fox's subsequent actions are most

easily interpreted in terms of his belief that he can easily catch and

eat the rooster. Conflict in the Plot is provided by the belief that

the ooster believes that he. is neither lost, nor easy to catch and eat.

The fox's belief that the rooster will be easy to catch provides

support for his belief t at he can satisfy his top-level want, "Fox eat-

breakfast." This wan becomes the impetus for the "fox's actions. As

readers, we might imagine that he begins to formulate a plan as follows:

(1) In order to eat the rooster, he must be holding him;

(2) therefore the rooster must be near the fox;

(3) this will happen if the rooster descends fr

(4) he will come down if he wants

(5) he will wan o if he wants to join the fox for breakfast;

(6) he

to;

the tree;

-ant to do -the

him nicely;

if he trusts the

(7) the invitation will be more ucces ul

and if the fox asks

pac ied by flattery.



Acting -on the basis of this plan, he says,

"What a fine rooster you are! How well you sing! Will you

come 'to my housefor breakfast?"

What Makes a Goc
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Note that thest'Utterances.make sense only

Story?

we recogize e plan of the -I

sort sketched in (1)-(7) above. Furthermore, recognition of this plan

reinforces a classic schema about foxes in fables, that they- are

`clever And deceitful but, often, not clever enough. Schemata like this

allow a reader to cope h the.otherwise unmanageable mass Of information

found in stories - -a mass not always appreciated by tethers.

In addition to formulating hisown plans, the fox'must simulate

the,plan formulation of the rooster in order to account for the rooster's

actions. Figure 1 shows a few of the beliefs -he might-have about the

rooster s'plans. Note that, from-the fox's p nt of view, the rooter 's

actions are both understandable and desirable. Thus, the fox believes

his deception is livorking--4 belief essential to the development of the plot.

Figure l hardly shows all of the fox's beliefs. For example, the

fox could infer that the rooster's friend is a rooster from certain rules

of conversation. His reasoning might go as follows:

(1) The friedd of a rooster is a rooster (so the fox believes);

a different kind of friend would be highly unusual;

one should note in an utterance highly unusual, yet relevant information,

(4) without 'contrary indications, the rooster can be assumed to be

following the rulps of conversation.
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'The Imethod of analysis that considers a reader's beliefs is clearly

not just story analysis but, rather, stora model analysis. That is,

we analyze the model or,picture that a 'typical'" reader constructs for

the story. Ideally, we would like to be able to analyze-a particular

A
-reader",s model and compare Jt to other models, looking fir differences

-in beliefs to account for different interpretations.

Children's Models

We.asked several children d this and similar stories, and then

recorded their explanations for certain events in the story. One'child

(age 11), who happened to be a'good reader, had no trouble with the story,

recognizing easily the flattery and trickery aspects of the plot. He

volunteered a description of aschema for foxes in stories of this type,

in which the fox

evil ends, ultimately tr

seen to be greedy or vill.ainoUs, plotting to gain his

cking himself, and so on. The same child also

recognized -that this characterization applies not to foxes in real life,

but only to foxes in stories of this type--that is, he knew that he was

reading a,particular kind of story, intended to be entertaining, perhaps

to impart a moral, but not to persuade, inform, criticize, or any of a

number-of other actions an author could be,performing.

A second child (age 10) had difficulty with this story,, although

she was able to decode every word with apparent ease. Not surprisingly,

she gave little indication of knowing the fox schema mentioned above.

We can only speculate about the reasons for the different reactions;

but it is clear that understanding the purpose of the story - played an`

12
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impor ran t role i recogn i zing what higher leve 1 schema to to apPlY, and

1r understand ing the story itsel f. One p la,ljsi ble hypo thesis is that t he

second chi I d' s e.spe rience with typical pseudo t--;to iies and her lack of

exposure to good stor i es has given her a I r i ted view of what atc ri s

are al I about* int t h her on th is and Imi lar s Lurie ugLies ted

that s he night be t rea t i n g theni not as real stories but s the I i of

sen ten e had come to
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a dif fi ul t tas

recognize and use these structures i n reeding, eh-ildreri who have 1 i rn tied

experience with real stories nal have difficulties in Linder standing them.

Second , good stories dra upon the reader 's pr for beliefs and expec tat for

The structurq or connectivity of d story provides a framework for ofyariiL ing

appropriate prior beliefs. ini rd, the inherent cone le y rat story under

standing, particular ly the need to use pr for d pp rop ria

inean5 ifiat there ore usual ly everal "correct

s tandi ng 3 21110

] t2rit ti 2111e b- is IV In vly 01

itiaL

4°,1Jy.3

event ways 0t ormiei

OJt, I lito y llr ider
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